Rockville United Church
Care of the RUC Family

Mission Priorities
• Care of the RUC Family
• Care of our Neighbors
• Commitment to Social Justice
• Care of the Earth
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Care of the RUC Family Vision
Rockville United Church is a place to grow in understanding and faith, while being tended to
and nurtured. We are a support system of love and care, fellowship and laughter, compassion
and commitment to our siblings in faith. We have opportunities to worship, to contribute to
the daily life of RUC, as well as opportunities to share gifts and talents with each other and the
greater community.
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Areas from
Visioning Process
• Virtual/Remote/Technology Use
• Small Groups
•

Celebrating Seniors

• Pastoral Care/ Congregational
Care
• Playground (a.k.a. Interactive
Art & Play Center)
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Continue Virtual/Remote Technology
Vision: Increase accessibility to RUC programs
via technology, allowing inclusivity and
widening our circle.
• Purchased equipment with $3,300 grant from
Presbytery
•
•
•
•

Hard-wired camera mounted in sanctuary and
remotely operated
Hard-wired desktop operated by staﬀ (increased
hours in current budget)
Three 12” monitors in sanctuary so in-person can see
Zoom
Other details are being assessed

• Build upon this foundation to further enhance
technology and provide support to participants
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Rethink Church
• Dual formats will require changes to how some things were done
in-person in past (e.g. sharing joys and concerns in a way that
allows the on-line participants to see, hear, and share)
• All aspects of in-person need to be assessed. For example,
•
•

Do people feel comfortable shaking hands post-COVID? Passing the
oﬀering plate? How to do in-person communion?
Are potlucks something relegated to the past? How do we eat
together and feel safe?

• Hybrid meetings can be facilitated in a way that includes on-line
participants (e.g. minimizing in-person cross-talking)
• Remaining committed to dual formats will require ﬂexibility and
innovation
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Small Groups/Church Life
Vision: Small groups and all-church activities foster relationships,
growth, and create connections.
•

•

Incorporate virtual events

•
•
•

Explore hybrid opportunities or ways to do “old” events
virtually
•

•

Wednesdays at 7
Lenten small groups – Boundless Compassion
Working on getting Hope and Humor and Celebrating
Seniors up and running virtually

Strawberry Jam

Continue to assess the best group size and formats for
hybrid, in-person, virtual
•

Recognize that not all have capability to participate virtually

•

Foster an environment that encourages creation of small
groups, both structured and informal
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Pastoral Care/Congregational Care
Vision: We foster self-care and care for each other

from the individual to the congregational level. We
seek to provide care that reﬂects the unique values,
talents, and needs of RUC.

• Develop weekly intercessory prayer group process
• Support current Congregational Care initiatives for
children, for those with deaths in their families, for
individuals in transition or crisis, and to stay in touch with
a subset of the whole congregation
• Conduct needs assessment before coming up with
additional proposals
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Loving Ourselves in Community
• Allow self-care to be more than acceptable,
to become a priority
• Self- care empowers, encourages, reenergizes, and nurtures
• Avoid mission burn-out through self-care and
care for each other
• Explore the role of coordinator for
volunteers proposed in Care for our
Neighbors to include all kinds of congregant
engagement
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Featured in Prior Sessions
• Creation of multi-generational,
accessible, creative spaces for
engagement that invite our family and
neighbors in for play, performance,
gardening, contemplation, and
reﬂection
• Improved accessibility of RUC building
with elevator, handicap accessible rest
rooms on both levels
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Featured in Prior Sessions
Enhance
Memorial
Garden
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Mission Priority Overlaps
• As we share our stories of Social Justice and Care
for our Neighbors, we expand our own
understanding
• LGBTQ discussions have helped non-LGBTQ
congregants relate to their own families

• As we focus on Social Justice, Care for our
Neighbors, and Care for the Earth, we draw in
people who may be turned oﬀ by other religious
institutions
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Group Discussion
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